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STRETCHING  OF HODS.
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7. Theory of a stretched rod. Let the unstretched rod form a cylinder with a cross section of any form and size. When stretched the rod becomes thinner, so that the several particles undergo lateral as well as longitudinal displacements. There is one fibre or line of particles which is undisturbed by the lateral contraction. Let this straight line, which we may regard as the central line, be taken as the axis of x, and let the origin be at the fixed extremity of the rod. We suppose that the stretching forces at the two ends are distributed over the extreme cross sections in such a manner that after the rod is stretched these sections continue to be plane and perpendicular to the central axis. It will appear from the result that the force at each end should be equally distributed over the area.
Let x} y, z be the coordinates of any particle P in the unstrained solid, x+u, y+v,z + w the coordinates of the same particle Pf of matter in the deformed body. Then u, v, w are such functions of #, y, z that the equations of equilibrium of all the elements of the solid are satisfied. We shall now prove that if we take u=Axt v = -By, w=z-Bz all the equations of equilibrium may be satisfied by properly choosing the constants A and B. According to this supposition the external boundary of the stretched rod will be a cylinder and the particles of matter which occupy any normal cross section of the unstrained rod will continue to lie in a plane perpendicular to the axis when the rod is stretched.
Let PQRS be any rectangular element of the unstrained solid having the faces PQ and RS perpendicular to the central axis. By the given conditions of the question this element assumes in the strained solid a form P'Q'R'S' in which all the angles are still right angles and the sides parallel to their original directions. The direction of the stress across each face of the strained element is therefore perpendicular to that face. To measure these forces we refer each to a unit of area. Let Nx, Nv, Nz be the forces, so referred; let these act on the three faces which meet
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at the corner Pf and are respectively perpendicular to the axes of or, ?/, z ; we shall regard these forces as positive when (like the tension of a string) they pull the matter on which they act, and as negative when (like a fluid pressure) they push.
Let a, b, c and a (1 + a), 6 (1 + /3), c(l + y) be the sides of the element before and after the deformation. Then Nx, Ny, Nz are functions of a, ft, y, see Art. 489, Vol. i. We shall expand these functions in ascending powers of a, ft, y and since we here confine our attention to a first approximation, we shall neglect all the higher powers of a, /3, 7. Assuming the lowest powers in the expansion to be the first, we have                             Nx = ica + \(p + y)t
the coefficients of j3 and y being the same because the medium, is isotropic. For the same reason the stress Ny must be the same function of p and 7, a, that Nx is of a and /3, 7. Thus                 Ny=Kp + \ (a+ 7).
In the same way Nz may be derived from Nx by interchanging a and 7. To make these more symmetrical, it is usual to write them in the form
(a

